Data transmission over an inaudible audio channel describes a low-bandwidth alternative to exchange data between devices without any additional infrastructure. However, the established communication channel can be eavesdropped and manipulated by an attacker. To prevent this, we introduce a tailored protocol with smallest possible overhead to secure the communication. The proposed protocol produces an overhead of 256 bits for the handshake message for setting up the first conversation with each partner. Further, the protocol produces msg len/64 * 3 + 67 bits overhead for each message. The overhead of 67 bits at the beginning of each message corresponds to one second transmission time with the used FSK modulation in the frequency range of 16kHz-20kHz. The additional overhead of 3-bit per 64-bit sequence poses a relation of 95% message to 5% overhead. For the implementation of the protocol, algorithms implemented in the Crypto++ library such as SHA-256, CCM and PBKDF2 have been used.
I. INTRODUCTION
The communication over an inaudible high-frequency audio channel is a convenient way to exchange data since only microphones and speakers are required to establish an audio communication channel. In general, location-based audio communication applications do not enforce any security mechanisms. Due to the absence of a secure audio communication protocol, applications requiring security usually only send a data identifier over the audio channel. This identifier is used to establish a secure out-of-band channel to exchange all further data. However, since the data is commonly fairly small, it is reasonable to directly exchange the data over the audio channel instead. In order to assure the security of the communication over the low-bandwidth audio channel, a tailored protocol is required [1] . The majority of the mobile devices can usually only process frequencies up to 20kHz. However, the sensitivity of the human ear is very low in the frequency range of 16kHz-20kHz [2] . That is why the communication protocol operates on this frequency range.There have already been introduced some high-frequency audio communication applications and protocols such as Way2ride [3] , Aerolink [4] , shopKick [5] , SmartGuide [6] , Signal360 [7] , Infosound [8] , SilverPush [9] , SlickLogin [10] and Chirp [11] . However, some of these techniques do not state if or how they use cryptographic mechanisms in order to secure their communication or they do not use security mechanisms at all. Only the inventors of Chirp describe that their technique allows a secure communication [11] but they do not explain how security is enforced. Since only [6] , which does not use any cryptographic techniques, describes an open standard and all other protocols are proprietary, it is hard to verify wether their communication is actually secure.
Audio channels can also be used for secure pairing of devices. The authors of [12] - [15] use audible sounds when setting up an audio communication channel. However, they assume that the audio channel can only be eavesdropped but not be manipulated. Based on their assumptions, the audio channel would always be authenticated. In fact, this is not generally the case. Any possible attacker could use a directional microphone to eavesdrop the audio communication and a directional audio source to manipulate the channel. That is why this work introduces a data communication protocol that enables to securely exchange data over an audio channel. The proposed protocol uses open standard and open source cryptographic algorithms.
II. ANALYSIS
The requirements of the resulting protocol are exactly defined: In order to establish a secure communication, the two communicating parties can exchange passwords before the start of the communication. In addition, both parties have the capability to show a six-digit alphanumeric value. At least one party has both display capabilities for a six-digit number and input capabilities. However, the computing power of both parties is also limited. The protocol is supposed to be able to run on resource-constrained devices including but not limited to embedded systems.
Currently, properties of the underlying modulation enable to transmit only 64 bits per second reliably over the audio channel. This is due to the used basic version of the frequencyshift-keying modulation (FSK) this work is based on. The used frequency range is between 16kHz and 20kHz. Thus, the bandwidth of the audio communication channel is extremely limited.
Based on this, the protocol requirements are derived. Evidently, the secure communication protocol has to provide confidentiality, integrity and authenticity. Moreover, it must not rely on any additional infrastructure, which means that the two parties cannot communicate with a trusted third party or other public key infrastructures over a different channel. As the current implementation of the signal modulation can only transmit up to 64 bits per second, the overhead produced by the protocol should be as small as possible. The number of handshake messages has to be as little as possible as well since it takes quite long until a device can switch from receiving to transmitting. Additionally, the protocol must support a communication between two parties with equal roles. Therefore, both parties must be able to initiate the communication, assuming that the initiating party has input capabilities and can display a six-digit alphanumeric value. Lastly, all used algorithms to ensure the security standard should be open-source which means they should be publicly available and royalty-free.
As explained in section I, known audio communication protocols cannot be used in this work since they either do not enforce any cryptographic algorithms or they are proprietary and not published. Common data communication protocols can also not be used. Infrastructure-based communication protocols such as WPANs, WLANs and LoRaWANs need either additional devices or their communication is based on coordinator nodes that are superior to normal nodes [16] - [18] . Other popular communication protocols are non-infrastructurebased protocols such as NFC, RFID or Bluetooth. The standard of NFC does not include any cryptographic protocols to protect against eavesdropping, data modification and Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacks [19] . Common RFID communication is reader-based which means that the reader has to activate the tag in order to communicate with it [20] . Bluetooth allows the secure communication between two devices with equal roles. In combination with the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key exchange protocol, it improves the security by protecting against passive eavesdropping and MITM attacks during pairing [21] . Albeit, it makes use of additional authentication stages since the public keys are exchanged over an insecure channel during the execution of the ECDH protocol. Unauthenticated ECDH does not guarantee any security against MITM attacks. Thus, Bluetooth requires the exchange of at least five messages during the handshake [22] . This is still too much overhead for the secure audio channel communication protocol.
Even though the aforementioned protocols are not applicable to the application scenario, some of their techniques are still very helpful for the development of the secure audio communication protocol. The analysis of the state-of-theart protocols has revealed that cryptographic algorithms are necessary to establish a secure communication. In this context, authenticated encryption algorithms have been analyzed. They ensure confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of the exchanged messages. Two common algorithms are Counter with CBC-MAC (CCM) and Galois/Counter Mode (GCM). Even though GCM is more efficient than CCM, the CCM in combination with AES (AES-CCM) has still been selected as authenticated encryption algorithm for our protocol as the security of GCM is significantly decreased if it is used with small tags [23] . AES-CCM does not have this security flaw and can be securely used with authentication tags as short as 32 bits (AES-CCM-32) if the restrictions given by [24] are satisfied [25] , [26] .
In order to setup a secure communication channel with-out any additional infrastructure beside a microphone and loudspeaker, pre-shared passwords can be used. However, they must not be directly used as encryption keys. Rather, a password-based key derivation function is required. The Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2) has been chosen as a key derivation function since it is well established and NIST-approved [27] . It is proven to be secure if the number of iterations of PBKDF2 is set to the highest tolerable value [28] . Lastly, the analysis has shown that it is necessary to verify the integrity of the handshake messages.
That is why SHA-2 is selected as the cryptographic hash function to compute a hash over the handshake message, since it is very fast to compute and has been proven to be secure [29] .
III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
The proposed protocol allows the secure communication between two parties, the party that initiates the communication to transmit a message is denoted transmitter; the other party is labeled as receiver. It is divided into three stages: password agreement, handshake and data transmission. If the password is not predefined because of the lack of input capabilities, the receiver generates a password by means of the password generator. The password is required since key exchange protocols such as ECDH need to be authenticated in order to be secure against MITM attacks. These authentication stages produce too much overhead during the handshake. That is why the password generator is implemented in order to create the root of trust. In general, security is assured only if the password generator is used. The generated password has to be typed into the receiver. Even if the password is predefined and displayed on one of the devices, it is strongly encouraged to use the password generator to generate this password in advance. Otherwise, security cannot be guaranteed. By default, the password generator randomly selects eight ASCII characters ranging from 0x20 to 0x7E. These values consist of all printable characters of the ASCII table including all upper and lower case, special characters, digits and the space character. If stronger security is required, the parties can agree on a longer password by increasing the desired password length. As soon as both parties have stored the password, the handshake stage can take place. In the following, the handshake and data transmission will be explained on the transmitter's side. The receiver's side can then be easily derived.
A. Transmitter
At first, the transmitter has to reset its local 32-bit counter. The counter indicates how many messages have already been sent. Since the handshake establishes a new key together with a new random explicit nonce, the counter has to be reset to its initial value 0x00000001. The transmitter then generates a random 256-bit salt. This salt defines the handshake message that has to be sent to the receiver in the later process. Additionally, the salt and the password that has been set in the previous step serve as input for the key derivation function PBKDF2 in which the Keyed-Hash Message Authentication At the beginning, the receiver makes a simple DoS check, as can be seen in Figure 5 .3. If there have already been transmitted x handshake messages in the last s seconds, the receiver times out for t seconds and rejects all incoming messages. Possible values for x, s and t to prevent DoS attacks will be explained in Chapter 6.5.
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Fig. 1: Transmission of Handshake
Code in combination with SHA-256 (HMAC-SHA-256) is used as pseudo-random function. The function outputs a 128bit key and a 32-bit explicit nonce. Both values have to be stored at the transmitter for later use. After the 256-bit handshake message has been generated, it must be split into four 64-bit packets. This is due to the limitations of the signal modulation implementation used in this work, since only small packets can be transmitted. Before the modulation of all packets can take place, three information bits are prepended to each packet. The first information bit is the Even Message (EM) information bit. It describes if the index of the current packet is even or not. In general, the very first packet of each message has the index zero. Thus, the EM bit of the very first packet of every message is always set. The next information bit Last Message (LM) defines if this packet is the last packet of the message. Lastly, the information bit HS announces a Handshake Message. Hence, the total size of each packet is 67 bits. Lastly, all packets are modulated and transmitted by playing audio signal on the speaker. Figure 1 shows the whole handshake stage of the transmitter. In order to verify the integrity of the handshake message to prevent against MITM attacks, a checksum computation of the handshake message is required. Thus, both transmitter and receiver take the 256-bit handshake message and compute a 256-bit hash value by means of the SHA-256 algorithm. They then truncate the hash down to 30 bits and transform the truncated hash into an alphanumeric value. The alphanumeric value space consists of all digits from zero to nine and all capital letters of the English alphabet excluding I, O, Q and U: alpha ∈ {0,...,9,A,...,Z} \ {I,O,Q,U}, where 0 is the lowest value and Z describes the highest value: 0 := 0 and Z := 32. The set {I,O,Q,U} is excluded because I looks similar to 1, while O can be confused with 0 or Q, and V does not differ much from U. For that reason, the alphanumeric space has 32 characters and a six-digit value can describe any number from zero to 2 30 − 1. This technique has also been explained and evaluated in the paper of Kainda et al. [30] . After the authenticated encryption, AAD, ciphertext and authentication tag are concatenated to one message. Subsequently, the whole message has to be split again into 64-bit packets and the information bits that will be described in Chapter 5.5 are prepended to each packet. Then, the message will be modulated and all 67-bit packets will be transmitted by playing the signal on the speakers of the transmitting device. In the last step of the transmission, the transmitter increases its counter variable. Figure 5 .5 illustrates the flow of the transmit message module introduced in Figure 5 .1.
Receiver
At first, the receiver performs the same simple DoS check explained in Chapter 5.2. If this check passes, the receiver obtains all 67-bit packets and assembles the message by truncating the information bits and concatenating all packets. Now, the replay check takes place; during which the receiver checks if the counter value of the message is higher or equal to its own local counter value. Only if this check passes as well, it will verify if the message describes a handshake message by reading the information bits. Otherwise, the whole message will be discarded and the receive message module will be aborted.
If the information bits announce a handshake message, the receiver processes the handshake and resets the counter as explained in Chapter 5.2. If no handshake is announced, the decryption takes place by means of the AES-CCM-32 algorithm which requires the secret key, the nonce and the ciphertext as input. The secret key is defined by the key that has been generated during the handshake together with the explicit nonce described in Chapter 5.2. This explicit nonce gets concatenated with the counter value of the message in order to form the required nonce. The whole encrypted message including the counter, the encrypted message itself and the authentication tag serve as the ciphertext input to the AES-CCM-32 algorithm.
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Fig. 2: Encrypted and Authenticated Transmission
After the computation has succeeded, the alphanumeric value is shown on the displays of both devices. The users of both devices now have to confirm that the alphanumeric values are the same. If one device does not have any input capabilities, the confirmation is only unilateral on the other device. At least one device has to have input capabilities in order to confirm the checksum value. After the handshake message has been exchanged and the 128-bit key and 32-bit explicit nonce have been computed by means of the key derivation function, the actual transmission of authenticated and encrypted messages can take place. All messages are encrypted by means of the AES-CCM-32 algorithm which requires four inputs: secret key, nonce, plaintext and Additional Authenticated Data (AAD). The key generated by the key derivation function serves as the secret key, while the nonce is the concatenation of the 32-bit explicit nonce and the 32-bit counter. The counter is also the input for the AAD. Evidently, the message defines the plaintext. After the authenticated encryption has taken place, AAD, ciphertext and authentication tag are concatenated to one message. Subsequently, the whole message has to be split again into 64-bit packets and the information bits are prepended to each packet. Then, the message will be modulated and all 67-bit packets will be transmitted by playing the signal on the speakers of the transmitting device. In the last step of the transmission, the transmitter increases its counter variable. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the data communication at the transmitter's side.
All non-handshake messages are authenticated and encrypted. In general, a message consists of three parts. The first is the 32-bit counter. It is authenticated and describes the current index of the message. Additionally, it is used to prevent replay attacks and to check if a new handshake has to take place. This is followed by the authenticated ciphertext. Its length is defined by n * 64 bits with n > 0. Possible maximum message lengths will be explained in section IV. The message is completed by the 32-bit authentication tag which is appended to the ciphertext. All messages need to have a length which is a multiple of our packet size of 64 bit and are padded otherwise. Due to the fact that counter and authentication tag add up to 64 bits and every packet needs three information bits, the total overhead is given by 64 + 3 * (64 + n * 64)/64 = 67 + 3 * n bits. The transmission of modulated packets works bidirectional. The reception of every packet is confirmed by the receiver with a confirmReceived message in order to tell the transmitter when it can send the next packet. There are two types of confirmReceived messages. confirmReceived EVEN is sent after the receiver has received a message in which the EM bit is set, whereas confirmReceived ODD is sent if the EM bit is not set.
B. Receiver
The protocol flow of the receiver can be analogously derived from the transmitter's side. The only difference is a simple Denial-of-Service (DoS) check before a received message will be processed. If there have already been transmitted x handshake messages in the last s seconds, the receiver times out for t seconds and rejects all incoming messages. Possible values for x, s and t are discussed in section IV. Otherwise, all eight 67-bit packets will be accepted and assembled to one message. After that, a replay check is called in order to increase security. Only if this check passes as well, the receiver will read the information bits. Otherwise, the whole message will be discarded and the 'receive message' module will be aborted. If the HS information bit is set, the receiver processes the handshake by calling the PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA-256 on the handshake message and the password. Additionally, it resets its counter. If the HS bit is not set, the receiver has to decrypt the encrypted message by means of the AES-CCM-32 algorithm. As soon as the message is encrypted, the receiver increments its counter value. If the AES-CCM-32 algorithm fails, the message and its counter value get discarded.
IV. SECURITY EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
This work assumes that any adversary is able to perform an MITM attack on the communication channel by means of high-tech devices such as a directional microphone. A secure communication protocol has to ensure four security properties: confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and availability [31] . Confidentiality and authenticity are ensured by the authenticated encryption algorithm AES-CCM-32. The authenticity of the messages also implies their integrity. Availability is hard to ensure by the protocol. It should be ensured by the design of the high-frequency audio channel. As a result, the availability of the channel is out of the scope of this work. However, the protocol offers some means to ensure the availability of the devices by preventing against DoS attacks. A handshake timeout t after x handshake messages received within the last s seconds has been introduced to prevent from unnecessary PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA-256 computations since the shared key is derived by the password-based key derivation function PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA-256. The selection of appropriate t, x and s values describes a trade-off between usability and security. Possible values for the transmission speed of 64 bits per second are x = 4, s = 20, t = 40 or x = 10, s = 60, t = 120. Both suggestions for the three parameters block DoS attacks for two thirds of the time.
Since availability is out of scope of this work, only the use of PBKDF2, CCM and SHA-2 is evaluated in this context. The analysis by Visconti et al. [28] has shown that PBKDF2 is suitable to derive secure keys if the passwords have a high entropy and the number of iterations of PBKDF2 is set to the highest tolerable value. In general, the entropy of user-selected passwords is not high enough if short passwords are allowed or there is no complex password policy that enforces more complex passwords [32] . The proposed protocol circumvents this problem by using a password generator that generates random passwords. The password entropy of the minimum eight-digit password generated by the password generator based on 94 ASCII characters can be stated with approximately 94 8 ≈ 2 52 . However, it is also difficult to set the number of iterations to the highest tolerable value since the protocol should also be able to run on resource-constrained devices. Having more than 18,000 iterations is not recommended since older mobile devices such as a Samsung Galaxy S3 would take more than 1s to perform the PBKDF2 computation. Moreover, there will be collisions in the explicit nonce after about 2 16 PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA-256 calls. Assuming that the precomputation attack described in [33] is feasible, the PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA-256 function should not be called more than 2 16 times.
Furthermore, the analysis by Jonsson and Rogaway [25] , [26] has revealed that AES-CCM-32 is secure if the maximum number of unauthenticated messages Max Err that are allowed before the key will be retired is limited to the smallest possible value. In this context, a trade-off between security and unnecessary handshakes has to be found since there might be transmission errors in the communication channel. The lower the Max Err value, the more secure the protocol but also the more the false negatives that would lead to unnecessary additional handshakes. The author of [24] states that the block cipher algorithm of AES-CCM-32 should not be called more than 2 61 times under the same key. In order to increase the security assurance, this limit is decreased to 2 50 times. Therefore, there must not be more than 2 49 blocks sent over the channel encrypted with the same key. In AES-CCM-32, the maximum plaintext length and the length of the complete nonce used as input depend on each other. Since the complete nonce is 64 bits long, the maximum plaintext length must not be longer than 2 59 bits which is 64 petabytes.
In addition, an analysis of the checksum verification has been conducted. Since the checksum verification is based on a 30-bit hash computed over the handshake message, collisions are expected after about 2 15 handshakes. In order to prevent this, the two parties have to agree on a new password after at most 2 12 handshakes. The checksum verification follows the compare-and-confirm approach described by Kainda et al. [30] . They have shown that this approach provides the best usability; however, it is subject to security failures. There are other approaches such as copy-and-enter or barcodes that are more secure. Albeit, they decrease the usability too much or do not fulfill the requirements of the application scenario introduced in this work.
In order to limit the attack possibilities, the message limit is set to 2 16 messages. Based on this message limit, the maximum message length has been derived as 2 40 bits. However, this limit might be too loose for the current transmission speed of 64 bits s . That is why a message length of at most 2 15 bits is recommended. In total, 2 28 messages can be sent over the audio communication channel before the users have to agree on a new password.
The open-source cryptographic library Crypto++ version 5.6.5 [34] was used for the implementation of the protocol to secure the validity and correctness of the cryptographic algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
This work introduced a protocol for secure communication over an inaudible audio channel with smallest possible overhead for both handshake and data transmission. With the proposed protocol the low-bandwidth audio channel can be used to securely exchange data. The handshake consists only of a single 256-bit message which is used to generate the authenticated encryption key by means of the password-based key derivation function PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA-256. In order to verify the handshake message and thus prevent MITM attacks the checksum is calculated with SHA-256. The preshared password together with the nonce and counter steer the AES-CCM-32 encryption to ensure the confidentiality and authenticity of the data. Together with the counter and three information bits that are required for transmission, the message overhead sums up to only 67 bits plus three bits per 64 bit block.
